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Abstract

We explore real time, adaptive nonlinear learning dynamics in stochastic macroeco-

nomic systems. Rather than linearizing nonlinear Euler equations where expectations

play a role around a steady state, we instead approximate the nonlinear expected val-

ues using the method of parameterized expectations. Further we suppose that these

approximated expectations are updated in real time as new data become available. We

argue that this method of real-time parameterized expectations learning provides a

plausible alternative to real-time adaptive learning dynamics under linearized versions

of the same nonlinear system and we provide a comparison of the two approaches
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1 Introduction

The macroeconomics learning literature (see, e.g., Evans and Honkapohja (2001)) has sought

to provide a microfounded justification for the use of the rational expectations hypothesis.

Specifically, this learning literature posits that agents do not initially possess rational expec-

tations but are instead endowed with a perceived law of motion (PLM) characterizing the

evolution of the endogenous variables in the system in which they operate. In many appli-

cations this PLM is correctly specified in the sense that it nests the rational expectations

solution of the system as a special case. Thus, learning agents must simply determine the

correct (i.e., rational expectations) parameterization of their PLM. In many learning models,

agents are viewed as approaching this task as though they were econometricians: they use

their PLM to form forecasts of future endogenous variables. Those forecasts interact with

the equations of the system to generate actual realizations of the endogenous variables the

agents were forecasting. The coefficients of the PLM are then updated in real time taking

into account the new observations on the endogenous variables and past forecast errors. The

result is a mapping from perceptions to outcomes. In constructing this mapping, the com-

mon practice is to first linearize the nonlinear macroeconomic system around the rational

expectations solution (of course, this is not an issue for linear rational expectations models).

The reduced form linear specification of the macroeconomic model is the one that learning

agents adopt as their PLM, which they use to form expectations of the future endogenous

variables of the model.

Operationally, the approach using linear PLMs is straightforward; the resulting mapping

from perceived to actual realizations is conditionally linear and so local stability can be

assessed using standard analytic techniques. On the other hand, there is no reason to

presume that adaptive, learning agents will use linear forecast rules, especially in the often

non-linear dynamic recursive stochastic models in which these learning agents are situated.

In this paper we explore the possibility that learning agents use nonlinear forecasting rules

and that they update the coefficients of their nonlinear rules in real time. An advantage of our
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approach is that it is no longer necessary to first linearize the REE model around its steady

state as the nonlinear forecasts can be included in the original nonlinear model in place of

rational expectations forecasts. Furthermore, stability analysis under this nonlinear learning

rule dynamic may be interpreted as providing a more global stability analysis, as opposed to

the local analysis that necessarily follows from using linearized versions of the REE model. A

disadvantage of our approach is that results on the stability of the nonlinear learning system

and related findings such as speed of convergence will necessarily be numerical in nature.

Specifically, we suppose that learning agents adopt the method of parameterized expecta-

tions that Marcet (1988) introduced as a method for finding solutions to stochastic, nonlinear

rational expectations models. Under this approach, the conditional expectations found in

the (nonlinear) Euler equations are approximated using flexible functional forms, typically

polynomials. The parameters of those functional forms are then adjusted over time until the

Euler equations using parameterized expectations provide a close fit to the historical time

series data. Thus, this method completely avoids the practice of first linearizing the Euler

equations of the model and then solving the linearized system under rational expectations.

Marcet (1988) and Marcet and Marshall (1994) proposed that this method could be useful

not only for finding rational expectations solutions but also as a model of real-time adaptive

learning behavior. However they did not pursue the latter application of parameterized ex-

pectations. In this paper we follow up on their suggestion and consider the performance of

the parameterized expectations algorithm as a real-time model of adaptive learning.

More precisely, the main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of

real-time, nonlinear, parameterized expectations learning and to compare and contrast the

use of this approach with the more standard approach of least squares learning that involves

working with dynamical systems that have been linearized around steady state values. We

are not aware of any prior comparison of these two different real-time learning approaches in

terms of whether convergence occurs and, if so, how quickly convergence takes place. Indeed

our aim here is to assess whether and how the method of real-time adaptive, nonlinear,

parameterized expectations learning differs from least squares learning in the context of a
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standard dynamic stochastic general equilibrium macroeconomic system and, in the process

we also address some important implementation issues such as the choice of the convergence

criterion, the specification of the nonlinear forecast rule and the initialization of our real-time

algorithm. If performance differences (e.g., in speed of convergence) are not too great and

if implementation is not too problematic then it may be reasonable to prefer the real-time

nonlinear, parameterized expectations learning approach over linear least squares learning,

as the former can be given a “global” as opposed to a “local” stability interpretation.

Our approach to learning lies within a framework that Evans and Honkapohja (2006)

have termed “Euler-equation” learning as the agents in our model take the Euler equation

as the fundamental primitive and make only one-step ahead forecasts at each date in time.

This approach can be contrasted with the “infinite horizon learning” approach of Preston

(2005) where, in each period, agents revise the sequence of forecasts they use over their

remaining planning horizon. Both approaches have been used to examine stability under

learning in linearized versions of macroeconomic systems.

We note that Evans et al. (2007) have considered the case where agents form expecta-

tions of the nonlinear, right-hand-side expression in their consumption Euler equation in a

cash-in-advance macroeconomic model using a simple, state contingent linear past-averaging

approach that requires information only about the current state. This expectation is then

incorporated into the nonlinear equations of the macroeconomic model. Simulations are used

to confirm the convergence of this learning system to a Markov stationary sunspot equilib-

rium. By contrast, we suppose that agents’s learning rule is itself a nonlinear function of

current state variables and this forecast is then embedded in the nonlinear data generating

equations of the macroeconomic system in which agents are learning. Evans and McGough

(2009) have also questioned the standard practice of assuming boundedly rational learning

agents after the model has been solved and linearized around the rational expectations steady

state. Their “shadow-price learning” approach differs from our approach in that agents in

their model forecast one-step ahead values for shadow prices, which they then use to make

current period decisions.
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2 The Method of Parameterized Expectations

The method of parameterized expectations was proposed by Marcet (1988) as a way to solve

for the RE equilibrium solution in nonlinear models, by approximating an unknown nonlinear

expectational function with a parametric function.1 The general form of the model to be

solved can be written as:

 ([(+1 )]  −1 ) = 0 (1)

where  and  are known functions,  ∈ R is a vector of endogenous and exogenous variables

describing the economy, and  ∈ R is a vector of innovations.

The general strategy is to approximate the expectational function, [(+1 )] with a

flexible parametric function ( ),
2 where  is the vector of parameters and  is a vector

of state variables (usually including lagged endogenous and exogenous components) that

summarize all available information, i.e.,

[(+1 )] = [(+1 ) | ]

Given the approximating function ( ) and an initial guess for , the idea is to find

the vector  that minimizes

||[(+1 )]− ( )||2

A common approach is to start with some initial guess, 0 (and some initial values, 0), and

to use (0 ) to generate a long series of data, {}=1. One then uses this data to run the
nonlinear least squares regression:

(+1 ) = (0 ) + 

to obtain an estimate, ̂. Finally one uses this estimate to update the guess for :

 = ̂ + (1− )−1

1For a detailed description of this method and its application to various macroeconomic models, see, e.g.,

Den Hann and Marcet (1990), Marcet and Marshall (1994) and Marcet and Lorenzoni (1999).
2Note that solutions are restricted to satisfy a recursive framework, i.e., the approximating function used

in place of the conditional expectations is taken to be time-invariant.
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where  ∈ (0 1) is a smoothing parameter. This process is applied iteratively in this same
fashion until a convergence criterion is met.

While the method of PE was originally developed as an off—line algorithm to be used to

find the REE solution for a model, it is possible to re-interpret it as an on—line, or “real—

time” algorithm used by adaptive agents in the model to learn the structure of the economy.

In the real-time interpretation, the realization of the parameter vector of the nonlinear ap-

proximating function at date  − 1 −1 enters into the actual laws of motion determining
realizations of the date  endogenous variable(s) that agents are learning. By contrast, in

the off-line interpretation, the researcher uses iterations of the nonlinear regression to find a

good approximation to the nonlinear expectational function; once that function is obtained

(after the convergence criterion has been satisfied), then (and only then) the approximat-

ing expectational function is used to determine realizations of the associated endogenous

variable(s) in simulations of the model. Indeed, as mentioned in the introduction, Marcet

and Marshall (1994) suggested that a real-time implementation of the PE approach might

be possible, but they did not pursue it.3 We therefore investigate the performance of the

PE algorithm as a recursive real-time learning algorithm when the equations agents need to

learn are nonlinear (and, to the agents, of an unknown form). We view agents’ lack of pre-

cise knowledge regarding the functional form for conditional expectations as a core feature

of their learning problem in nonlinear macroeconomic systems.

3 Learning in nonlinear models

Learning in nonlinear models has been the focus of a small literature. One approach that has

been taken is to posit that agents mistakenly use linear forecast rules in non-linear models,

see, e.g., Hommes and Sorger (1998), Lansing (2006) and Bullard et al. (2010) among

others. Our encompassing approach allows agents to adopt such linear forecast rules, but

3Marcet and Marshall (1994, appendix 2) provide conditions, based on the stochastic approximation

theory of Ljung (1975), that would ensure local stability of the non-linear least squares algorithm to rational

expecations equilibrium but do not implement this algorithm or compare its performance with recursive least

squares learning in the linearized system as we do in this paper.
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it also allows them to discover the relevant nonlinear forecast rules for the nonlinear model

economy. A second approach to learning in nonlinear models focus on steady states or k-

cycles of the (stationary) nonlinear models and thus avoids the need to find an approximate

solution for the expectational function, see, e.g., Evans & Honkapohja (1995) and (2001,

chapters 11 and 12), and Eusepi (2007). Specifically, given the nonlinear model

 = ((+1+1) ) (2)

these papers find a solution of the form

 = ( )

where  = + 1  = 0 1 2   − 1, for  mod  =  in case of a k-cycle ( = 1 in case of a

steady state). As agents are assumed to know in advance whether they are in a k-cycle, they

learn separately  different values :
4 it is therefore not necessary to find an approximation

to the expectational function (). Note that focusing only on steady states (or cycles)

makes sense only when the structural model is i.i.d. (e.g., there are no lagged components in

the structural equations, and the shocks are i.i.d. random variables), so that no transition

dynamics can be expected to emerge.

Our aim in this paper is to analyze nonlinear learning in models where transition dynamics

play an important role, as is the case for models of the form (1): agents cannot assume

to be in a steady state (or k-cycle), and they need to find an approximate solution for the

expectational function () based only on information currently available to them (current

state variables and exogenous shocks)

(+1+1) '  (−1 ; )

where  is the vector of parameters used to parameterized the approximating function  .5

4Given the structural form (2),  are independently distributed over time and identically distributed for

the same values of  when  is iid.
5Chen and White (1998) analyse instead the case where agents learn () nonparametrically.
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4 An application to the optimal growth model

We illustrate our approach of using real-time learning by means of parameterized expec-

tations by applying it to the work-horse, one-sector optimal growth model. Specifically,

we compare recursive least squares learning in a model that has been linearized around

the steady state with our approach of real-time parameterized expectations learning in the

original nonlinear model.

4.1 The optimal growth model

The representative household seeks to maximize:

0

∞X
=0


1−

1− 

subject to:

 + +1 ≤  + (1− )

0 = ̂0

 = 

 

 = 

−1 0 = ̂0

Here, ,  and  denote time  consumption, capital and output respectively;  is a

technology shock with innovation  ∼ (0 2 ) Other model parameters include the period

discount factor  ∈ (0 1] the coefficient of relative risk aversion,   0 the depreciation

rate of capital  ∈ (0 1]and capital’s share of output  ∈ (0 1)
The first order conditions with respect to  and +1 are:

− −  = 0

− + 

£
+1(+1

−1
+1 + 1− )

¤
= 0

Combining these equations and using the fact that +1
−1
+1 =

+1
+1

we have:

− = 

∙
−+1

µ

+1

+1
+ 1− 

¶¸
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The equilibrium for this economy is thus characterized by the following set of equations:

+1 =  + (1− ) −  (3)

− = 

∙
−+1

µ

+1

+1
+ 1− 

¶¸
 (4)

 = 

  (5)

 = 

−1 (6)

The model does not have a closed form solution, except in the special case of logarithmic

utility function ( = 1) and full depreciation ( = 1).6 We will examine the performance of

our algorithm in this closed-form case as well as in cases where closed-form solutions do not

exist.

While our real-time parameterized expectation model will use the model described by

equations (3)-(6), the standard real-time recursive least squares learning approach requires

that we first linearize the model around the steady state. Performing this linearization results

in the following system:⎛⎝ ̂

̂
̂

⎞⎠ =

⎛⎝   
0 0 0

0 0 0

⎞⎠⎛⎝ ̂+1

̂+1
̂+1

⎞⎠+
⎛⎝ 0 0 0

  
0 0 

⎞⎠⎛⎝ ̂−1
̂−1
̂−1

⎞⎠+
⎛⎝ 0

0

1

⎞⎠ ̂ (7)

Here, hats over variables denote deviations from steady state values. The derivation and co-

efficient values for this linearized system are described briefly in the Appendix (see equations

(14-16).

4.2 Learning in the linearized model: recursive least-squares learn-

ing

Let 0 = (̂ ̂ ̂), and  = ̂. The system (7) can be rewritten more compactly as:

 = +1 + −1 +  (8)

where  and  are 3×3 matrices and  is 3×1.
6See Sargent (1987), p. 122.
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A standard adaptive learning approach for linearized multivariate systems of the form (8)

is to focus on the stability of the minimal state variable (MSV) RE solution under recursive

least squares (RLS) learning as described in Evans and Honkapohja (2001, Chapter 10)).

Given the popularity of this method, we view it as an important benchmark for our real-

time nonlinear PE learning approach.

The MSV RE solution is of the form:

 = + −1 +  (9)

Under rational expectations,  is 3×1 vector and  is a 3×3 matrix having elements that are
functions of structural model parameters. However, under the assumption that agents are

adaptive learners, one relaxes the RE assumption and supposes instead that learning agents

do not initially know the true RE values of  and , (though they do employ the correct

linear MSV specification). Instead, using some other parameterization for (, ) they use 9

as a perceived law of motion (PLM) to forecast future variables:

+1 =  [+ ] = ( + )+ 2−1

where  denotes a 3× 3 identity matrix. Substituting this forecast into the system (8), we

obtain the “actual” law of motion (ALM) for the economy under adaptive learning:

 = 
£
( + )+ 2−1

¤
+ −1 +  = ( + )+ (2 + )−1 + 

The mapping from the PLM to the ALM is given by:

 ( ) = (( + ) 2 + )

and the fixed points of this mapping comprise the MSV RE solution of the system.

Stability of this system under adaptive learning can be assessed using the techniques of

Evans and Honkapohja (2001). In particular, using the rules for vectorization of matrix

products, we calculate:

() = ( + )

() = 
0 ⊗ +  ⊗ 
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where  denotes the steady state, REE value, i.e., the fixed point of the T-mapping for .

The REE is learnable (E-stable) if all eigenvalues of the matrices () and () have

real parts less than one. Using our baseline parameterization of the model (given in the next

section) one can show, numerically, that these E-stability conditions hold.

E-stability is a notional-time concept. However, as Evans and Honkapohja (2001) show,

under certain regularity conditions, E-stability of a rational expectations equilibrium implies

stability of that same equilibrium under real-time, recursive least squares (RLS) learning.

As RLS learning in the linearized model is the benchmark against which we compare

our nonlinear, parameterized expectations approach, we now explain how RLS learning is

implemented in the linearized model. First, suppose that agents have the perceived law of

motion (9), but do not initially know the rational expectations values of those parameters.

Instead, given some initial beliefs, they update their estimates of the parameters using the

RLS algorithm:

 = −1 + −1−1 ( − −1
0
) (10)

 = −1 + −1(0 −−1) (11)

where  = [ ] is a 3 × 4 coefficient matrix,  = [1 −1] is a 1 × 4 matrix of regressor
variables and  is a 4 × 4 variance-covariance matrix that weighs the different elements of
the vector conveying new information, giving more importance to those components that are

less volatile.

As Evans and Honkapohja (2001) have pointed out, a difficulty with the use of the MSV

specification ̂ (9) for the optimal growth model is that it violates the assumption that the

moment matrix of the regressors, 0−1 = (̂−1 ̂−1 ̂−1), is positive definite. In the growth

model, ̂ is endogenously determined as a perfect linear combination of ̂ and ̂, meaning

that there will be perfect collinearity among the regressors that agents use to learn. To

counteract this problem, Evans and Honkapohja suggest use of a slightly modified version
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of PLM (9):7

̂ =  + ̂ +  ̂ +  (12)

̂ =  + ̂−1 +  ̂−1 + 

̂ =  + ̂−1 + 

In this re-formulation of the PLM, one uses the known, time  values of the state variables,

̂ and ̂ to determine ̂ (the first equation of 12), while the second two equations are as in

(9) but exclude consumption from the set of state variables. This change leads to a further

slight change in the ensuing ALM as well. In our simulation analysis of learning dynamics

in the linearized system, we will therefore make use of (12) rather than (9). Alternatively

we will also consider the case where agents are presumed to know the laws of motion for 

and  and are only learning about consumption, , which is, after all, the only variable for

which future expectations play a role.

4.3 Learning in the nonlinear model: parameterized expectations

in real time

We now study learning in the original nonlinear model by allowing agents to recursively

estimate a parameterized function that approximates the unknown nonlinear expectational

function in the Euler equation (4).

The general procedure we apply consists of the following steps:

1. Generate a series for the innovations {} and set the initial parameter values in the
vector .

2. Approximate the expectational function,

(+1) = 
−
+1

¡
+1

−1
+1 + 1− 

¢


7An alternative approach is to add some noise to the linearized law of motion for consumption in (7),

e.g., due to preference shocks. However, unless this noise is sufficiently large it may not eliminate the multi-

colinearity problem, and too large a noise may prevent the system from converging. For this reason we

instead adopt the approach described here.
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where 0 = [  ], using a polynomial function. Following the parameterized expectations

literature we use an exponential polynomial function to approximate the nonlinear right hand

side of the Euler equation:


0
−1

where

0−1 = [0 1 2 3 4 5] (13)

0 = [1 log() log() log()
2 log()

2 log() log()]

Thus, we use a second-order polynomial in our exponential approximation function. This is

the minimal order polynomial specification that allows agents to approximate the nonlinear

RE solution to the model. Depending on the application, higher than second-order polyno-

mial approximations might be appropriate.8 We note that since we are using a finite-order

polynomial approximation, the solution that subjects may learn using this specification can

only approximate the rational expectations solution. Thus, one might prefer to say that

agents in our framework are learning an “approximate” “perturbed” or, in the language of

Evans and Honkapohja (2001), a “restricted perceptions” equilibrium, rather than the true

rational expectations solution, as there is some mis-specification in the form of the fore-

cast rule that they adopt and this mean that the stationary solution to which the system

converges may only approximate the RE solution.

3. Compute

(−1 ) = 
0
−1

4. Find the implied ALM for consumption and capital:

 = ((−1 ))
− 1


+1 = 

 + (1− )  − 

8We will address the question of the order of the polynomial approximation later in section 5.2, where

we will consider the case where learning agents use a third-order polynomial approximation.
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5. Update −1using the RLS procedure. First, compute (()) :

((−1)) = −
¡


−1
 + 1− 

¢
= (−1 )

¡


−1
 + 1− 

¢


Then use the forecasting error in order to update the vector of belief parameters :

 = −1 + −1−1 −1 [log (((−1)))− log ((−1 ))] 

 = −1 + −1 (
0
 −−1) 

6. Repeat steps 2-5 until a convergence criterion is satisfied. We use the criterion that

max | − −1|   is satisfied, where  indexes the parameters of approximation function

(13). This convergence criterion is operational in the sense that learning agents do not have

to known (and, of course would not know) the true rational expectations parameter vector,

∗, in order to declare an end to their attempted learning of that solution. All they need to

evaluate is the maximum parameter value difference (in absolute terms) from one period to

the next relative to some chosen tolerance,  .

4.3.1 The special case where  =  = 1

We start with the special case  =  = 1, where a closed form solution for the nonlinear

model is available and given by:

 = (1− )

 

+1 = 

 

We use this case to compare our approximate solution based on agents’ learned parameter

estimates as obtained from our real time PE approach with the exact solution. In particular,

we simulate a series for consumption and capital for these two cases (real-time estimated

and exact solutions). As shown in Figure 1, the series generated in the two cases are very

close to each other. This comparison provides us with some assurance that our real-time PE

algorithm can converge to an approximation of the nonlinear RE solution.
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Figure 1: Consumption and capital series based on estimates from the the real time PE

approach compared with series generated by the exact solution.

4.4 A comparison

In the next section 5 we report results from a simulation study comparing real—time learning

dynamics using RLS in the linearized version of the model with real-time PE learning in the

nonlinear version of the model. In conducting this comparison we seek to demonstrate the

feasibility of the real-time, nonlinear PE learning approach by addressing the following two

main questions:

1. Does convergence to the RE solution obtain under either algorithm and if so, does

convergence depend on the parameterization of the model economy?

2. How quickly does each algorithm converge to the RE solution?

In addition to answering these two main questions, we will also address some further

robustness and implementation issues.

For both learning approaches using either the linearized or the nonlinear models, we ini-

tialized the algorithm with initial beliefs that are 10% off (i.e., higher than) their respective

RE equilibrium values. For the linearized economy, the RE equilibrium parameter values,
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∗, were obtained by solving for the minimum state variable (MSV) REE solution. For the

nonlinear economy, we compute comparable RE equilibrium values using Collard’s parame-

terized expectations (PE) algorithm (Collard 2002) which is based on the method proposed

by Perez (2004): this approach solves the model using a log-linear approximation around

the steady state, and then generates a series for the endogenous variables that enables us to

compute values for ∗.

To make the comparison as clean as possible, the two model economies (linear and nonlin-

ear) are driven by the same realizations for the shock process. Further, the “deep” structural

parameters of the model are held constant in comparisons between the two learning algo-

rithms. The baseline model parameterization we adopted (assuming a quarterly frequency)

was:  = 33,  = 3,  = 95,  = 98,  = 2, 2 = 1.9 However, we also consider a number

of other model parameterizations that have been used for this model as proposed by Taylor

and Uhlig (1990).

We use RLS with a correctly specified model to simulate learning in the linearized model

while we use the RLS PE approach outlined above to simulate learning in the nonlinear

model. In the latter case, recall again that agents learn an approximate version of the

RE equilibrium. Note also that agents have to learn a different number of equations (and

parameters) in the two cases: 3 equations and 8 parameters in the linear, RLS case (the

parameters of the PLM (12) and 1 equation (6 parameters) in the non-linear PE case (the

parameters of the polynomial approximation function, (13).10

We conducted 100 simulations of the two learning approaches for each of 9 different

sets of model parameters which are given in Table 1. For each run, we recorded whether

convergence occurred according to our operational criterion, max{| − −1|}   , where

9Our baseline depreciation rate  = 3 may be regarded as high for a model with a quarterly frequency

of observation. We made this choice because more empirically plausible values for  led to a sometimes

unstable learning algorithm. Nevertheless, we report results in Table 1 for the empirically more plausible

(and standard) parameterization where  = 025
10As we do not assume any cost of learning, this difference does not create any problems. Nevertheless,

we will later consider cases where the linear RLS learning algorithm involves less than 8 parameters to be

learned.
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 indexes the number of parameters to be learned. If convergence obtains we record the

average and variance in the number of periods, , it took for each algorithm to satisfy that

convergence criterion. The tolerance level,  , was set equal to 1 − 5 for both algorithms
and the maximum number of periods allowed for each simulation run was set at 100,000.

5 Findings

5.1 Convergence

In response to the first question we posed, we can report that for all 9 parameter sets we

considered, both algorithms converge to the RE solution according to our convergence crite-

rion and well within our upper bound of 100,000 periods —see Table 1 for mean convergence

times and variances over the 100 runs of the 9 model parameterizations. This finding indi-

cates that, n terms of convergence alone, the Real Time-PE approach provides a simple and

tractable way in which we can allow for nonlinearities in expectation formation. Thus, our

nonlinear, real-time PE approach may be considered an alternative the use of linearization

methods to approximate expectations and RLS to model the updating of those linearized

forecast rules.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of 3 parameter estimates for the consumption equation

in (12) for the linearized model as obtained from a single, representative run of the RLS

algorithm using our baseline parameterization. While the convergence criterion is satisfied

in this case after several hundred iterations, we show the parameter estimates over the longer

horizon of 100,000 periods.

This figure reveals that there is still some very slow adjustment that is taking place in

these RLS parameter estimates even toward the limit of 100,000 observations. Specifically,

the precise MSV rational expectation solution values for the parameters of the consumption

equation are ∗ = [0 3643 8403], while the estimated parameter values from the run of the

RLS algorithm depicted in Figure 2 at period 100,000 is: =100000 = [−0267 3693 8806].
Thus, while convergence is satisfied according to our convergence criterion, there is a sense
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Figure 2: Evolution of three parameter estimates for the consumption equation from a single

run of the RLS algorithm using the linearized model, linear scale. Left panel periods 1-50,000

periods, right panel periods 50,000-100,000.

in which the precise MSV RE solution has only been approximately learned.

For the non-linear, real-time PE algorithm, to assess convergence we have to first estimate

∗. We do this using the conventional, off-line PE algorithm where there is no role for

exogenous shocks or learning dynamics in the determination of the six parameter values of

∗. Using a sample size of 200,000 observations, we find that

∗0 = [07530;−07363;−16712; 00278; 00478;−00728]

which we use to assess convergence of the real-time, on-line PE algorithm, which is affected

by exogenous shocks and learning dynamics.

The evolution of the 6 parameter estimates of the nonlinear expectation approximating

function for the consumption equation over the 100,000 iterations of a representative run

of our real-time PE algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Again convergence obtains according

to our convergence criterion after a few hundred periods, but we show the evolution of the

coefficient estimates over the 100,000 periods allowed. Following 100,000 iterations, the
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Figure 3: Evolution of six parameter estimates from a single run of the real-time PE al-

gorithm using the nonlinear model, linear scale. Left panel periods 1-50,000, Right panel

periods 50,000-100,000.

estimated parameters from the real-time PE run depicted in Figure 3 are given by:

0=100000 = [07846;−07025;−17488;−00158;−00430; 00662]

which is a reasonably good approximation to ∗; recall that in this case ∗ is itself an

approximation to the true RE solution and that the best our real-time PE algorithm can

do (using an exponential polynomial approximation) is to get arbitrarily close to the RE

solution.

In response to the second question we posed, Table 1 reports for each of the 9 model

parameterizations that we considered, the mean and variance in the number of periods

(from 100 runs) required before convergence was declared using our convergence criterion,

max{| − −1|}   , where  indexes the coefficients to be learned. In comparing the

Linearized RLS model with the Nonlinear Real Time-PE approach, we consider three dif-

ferent versions of the linearized RLS model. The first version, denoted ‘Linearized RLS,

With Constants’ in Table 1 is the most standard version found in the literature where there
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Model Linearized RLS Nonlinear

Parameter- With Constants No Constants With ̂, ̂ Known Real Time-PE

ization Avg. Time Var. Avg. Time Var. Avg. Time Var. Avg. Time Var.

Baseline 65353 804× 104 33575 208× 104 26643 218× 104 43324 879× 104
 =  = 1 127470 381× 105 57460 230× 105 26721 235× 104 6575 320× 103
 = 02 53461 520× 104 28885 195× 104 25824 231× 104 39232 639× 104
 = 01 39118 250× 104 21754 124× 104 23862 157× 104 37017 716× 104
 = 0025 82707 222× 106 64220 133× 106 65752 145× 106 30930 643× 104
 = 05 49976 419× 104 28613 205× 104 24229 229× 104 62316 668× 105
 = 10 67627 702× 104 30808 220× 104 23340 153× 104 23057 184× 104
 = 05 58024 603× 104 29574 232× 104 20501 145× 104 6961 221× 103
2 = 02 41083 507× 104 22045 162× 104 19476 151× 104 25885 227× 104

a. Parameterizations other than the baseline case differ from the baseline case only in the parameter choice(s)

indicated.

b. Baseline parameterization:  = 3,  = 33,  = 95,  = 98,  = 2, 2 = 1.

Table 1: Average Time to Convergence and Variance from 100 Simulations of the Linearized-

RLS with/without constant terms or with knowledge of ̂ and ̂ and the Nonliner Real

Time-PE Models Under Various Parameterizations

is a constant term (vector) in the PLM as in (9). In a second version of the RLS model

denoted ’Linearized RLS, No Constant’ in Table 1, we eliminate the constant terms, so the

number of parameters that need to be estimated in the linear case is now 5. The latter case

may be a more appropriate basis for comparison as the linearized model is stated in terms

of deviations from steady state values so agents should eventually learn that the value of

the constant terms in their PLM are all zero; the need to learn this fact may slow the RLS

algorithm down relative to the case where the constant term is eliminated from the learning

specification. Further, in this case the RLS algorithm requires estimation of just 5 para-

meters which is one less than the real-time PE model, which always involves 6 parameters

in our application and specification. Finally, we consider a third version of the RLS model

with a constant term but where we endow agents with knowledge of the laws of motion for

capital, ̂ and the shock process ̂ so that they are only learning the 3 parameters of the

linearized consumption equation (of (9)). Using our Real Time-PE approach, agents are also

only learning the parameters of the consumption equation. Thus again, our aim here is to
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attempt to put the two methods on a more equal setting for comparison.

Based on the numbers reported in Table 1 we have the following findings:

1. The linearized RLS algorithm without the constant term or where the law of motion

for capital and the shock process are known always converges faster than the linearized RLS

algorithm with the constant term and where the process for capital and the shock terms must

be learned, which is not so surprising as it can take time to learn the additional coefficients

in the latter specification of RLS learning.

2. The average time to convergence using the real-time, nonlinear PE algorithm is faster

than using the linearized RLS algorithm without the constant term, or without the need to

learn the capital stock or shock process in 4 out of 9 model parameterizations. Relative to

the RLS algorithm where agents learn the constant and processes for capital and the shock

term, the real-time nonlinear PE algorithm is faster in 8 of the 9 model parameterizations.

3. A low (but empirically more plausible) value for , (0025) greatly increases the time

to convergence of all three versions of the RLS algorithm relative to convergence time under

the baseline parameterization, but the same is not true of the real—time PE algorithm.

3. A higher  (05) reduces the time to convergence for all three versions of the RLS

algorithm relative to the baseline parameterization, but not for the real—time PE algorithm.

4. A much lower value for  (05) reduces the time to convergence for both RLS and Real

Time-PE algorithms relative to the baseline parameterization  = 2, but this reduction is

significantly greater for the real-time PE algorithm.

5. The time to convergence for both the algorithms depends on 2 . A lower 
2
 = 002

decreases the time to convergence, relative to the baseline case where 2 = 010.

6. For the special case of  =  = 1, where a closed-form nonlinear solution is available,

the real-time PE algorithm delivers its best convergence performance relative to the other

parameterizations considered in Table 1, converging on average in just 65.75 periods. By

contrast, this same parameterization results in one of the poorest performances in terms

of speed of convergence for all three versions of the RLS algorithm, relative to the other

parameterizations considered in Table 1.
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Baseline Linearized RLS Linearized RLS Nonlinear

Parameterization with Constants with ,  known Real Time-PE

Average time 64139 26643 43324

Median time 5815 243 3965

Max time 1451 722 6492

Min time 134 8 27

25th percentile 4425 159 2165

75th percentile 8345 356 6680

Table 2: Information on the distribution of convergence times under the two real—time

algorithms for the baseline parameterization only.

7. For the baseline parameterization, the real—time PE algorithm is faster to converge

than the RLS algorithm with a constant, but slower than the RLS algorithm without a

constant or when there is no need to learn the law of motion for the capital stock and shock

process. Some information on the distribution of convergence times under the two algorithms

for the baseline parameterization is provided in Table 2.

5.2 Robustness and Implementation Issues

As a further robustness check we consider the mean time to convergence of the two real-time

learning algorithms under various combinations for the values of  and , holding all other

parameters fixed at their baseline values. The results of this exercise are reported in Tables

3-4.



 025 1 2 3

05 12955 (768× 103) 5882 (244× 103) 6184 (227× 103) 6961 (221× 103)
10 24310 (338× 104) 22383 (229× 104) 22655 (211× 104) 23057 (184× 104)
15 30893 (497× 104) 33229 (485× 104) 32654 (418× 104) 33304 (403× 104)
20 30930 (643× 104) 37017 (716× 104) 39232 (639× 104) 43324 (879× 104)

Table 3: Nonlinear PE algorithm: Mean Time to convergence for various - combinations

(Variance in brackets)
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 025 1 2 3

05 22513 (162× 104) 28865 (142× 104) 41119 (261× 104) 58024 (603× 104)
10 36317 (277× 104) 35841 (214× 104) 48270 (471× 104) 67627 (702× 104)
15 56108 (649× 105) 36356 (256× 104) 49448 (370× 104) 63203 (796× 104)
20 82707 (222× 106) 39118 (250× 104) 53461 (520× 104) 65353 (804× 104)

Table 4: Linearized RLS algorithm: Mean Time to convergence for various - combinations

(Variance in brackets)

We observe two general phenomena from this exercise. First, for any given value of , an

increase in , implying greater risk aversion on the part of the representative agent household

(and increasing relative nonlinearity of the system) always results in an increase in the mean

time to convergence under both real-time algorithms. Second, holding  fixed, an increase

in  generally, though not always monotonically leads to an increase in the mean time to

convergence. Comparing Tables 3 and 4 we see that the Real Time-PE approach generally

outperforms the linear RLS algorithm in mean time to convergence. Taken together, these

findings indicate that, for the optimal growth model, the nonlinear, parameterized expec-

tations approach can be implemented in real time without much reduction in the speed of

convergence, and in several instances, the real-time PE algorithm is considerably faster. The

findings confirm that learning an approximate version of the equilibrium in a nonlinear model

might not be any more complicated in terms of computational requirements than learning

the exact solution in a linearized setting.

We wish to further address two implementation issues for our nonlinear Real Time-PE

algorithm which concern the choice of the initial parameter vector and the approximating

polynomial function. We discuss each in turn.

The initial parameter vector in all of our simulations of the Real Time-PE algorithm

was chosen to be 10 percent off, i.e., 10% higher than the RE solution parameter vector ∗.

There is in principle no reason that we cannot choose different initial values and assess the

extent to which convergence obtains under such conditions. Indeed, since the Real Time-
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PE learning system has not been linearized, variations in the initial conditions can serve as

check on the “global” stability of the rational expectations solution under our real-time PE

learning dynamic; by contrast, the linearized system is only valid within a neighborhood of

the steady state solution and so initial parameter values cannot be very far off from the RE

solution values.

Table 5 below indicates the frequency with which the Real Time-PE algorithm converges

to the RE vector ∗ for various different initial starting values for 0, expressed as percent

deviations, + or − from ∗.

% Deviation of initial Frequency of

conditions from ∗ Non-convergent runs

+10 21 %

+20 24 %

+40 31 %

+60 33 %

+80 33 %

−20 26 %

−40 32 %

−60 89 %

−80 96 %

All zero 98 %

Table 5: Frequency of non-convergent runs out of 100 for the Real Time-PE algorithm for

different initial parameter vector conditions

Non-convergence obtains when the capital stock becomes negative which subsequently

generates a sequence of imaginary numbers. When such an event occurred, we declared that

non-convergence of the algorithm had occurred and we ended that run. The results in Table

5 reveal an absence of global stability of the Real Time-PE algorithm as the frequencies of

non-convergence are always non-zero. However, we note a couple of interesting regularities.

First, positive deviations of initial parameterizations from the RE parameter vector are less

likely to lead to non-convergence than are negative deviations. Second, it is possible to

use initializations that are quite far away, e.g., ±40% of ∗ without much reduction in the
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frequency of convergence relative to the baseline initialization of a +10 percent deviation.

Finally, initialization of the system using a zero vector for 0 (“All zero” in Table 5) is,

perhaps not surprisingly, the worst initialization scheme among those we considered.

The choice of the polynomial function used to approximate expectations is also an impor-

tant implementation issue. In our simulations, we chose an exponential polynomial of order

2 as this is the minimal polynomial order that allows for nonlinearities that are present

in the system. However, even this specification might be regarded as over-parameterized

relative to the RE solution; recall that the last three coefficients in ∗0 are close to zero.

More generally, learning agents might not know the appropriate choice (order) of the non-

linear approximating function so this specification choice could also be part of their learning

process.11

As a robustness check, we considered the case where agents used a third-order polynomial

approximation. Specifically, we studied the case where the exponential polynomial function


0

has

0 = [0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]

0 = [1 log() log()

log()
2 log()

2 log() log()

log()
3 log()

3 log()
2 log() log() log()

2]

This case includes many more terms, i.e., log()
3 log()

3 log()
2 log() and log() log()

2

than the second-order polynomial approximation, and so this specification can be regarded

as even more over-parameterized relative to the RE solution.12 With this specification for

11Analogously, in the linear RLS learning literature, there is an issue of whether perceived laws of motion

should be exactly specified or whether over-parameterized models should be considered.
12Another possible miss-specification to consider would be to use an underparameterized polynomial ap-

proximation, with fewer terms than necessary to approximate the nonlinear expectation function. Such

specifications would not converge to RE solutions but might converge to self-confirming equilibria. As we

are interested in the learning of RE solutions, we do not consider such underparameterized models here,

though this would be a good topic for future research.
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expectations and using the baseline parameterization of the model, we first found

∗0 = [07534−07299−16769 00269 00477−00710−00025 00069 00092−00130]

using Collard’s algorithm and a sample size of 200,000 observations. Notice that the ad-

ditional terms added by the higher order polynomial approximation are estimated to be

close to zero and so this third-order polynomial approximation does not differ much rela-

tive to the second-order polynomial. Simulations of the real-time PE algorithm with the

third-order polynomial specification resulted in non-convergence with a very high frequency,

approximately 80%. However, in those instances where convergence obtained, convergence

was actually faster relative to the second-order polynomial case, and the extra parameters

of the third-order polynomial approximation were essentially equal to zero.

If non-convergence (as evidenced by the appearance of imaginary numbers) is indicative

of model miss-specification, then learning agents would presumably revisit either the choice

of their approximating function or their initialization of the associated parameter vector or

both. For this reason, we think it is reasonable to focus on convergent outcomes (as we

have done in our main findings section) which are more frequent with low-order polynomial

approximations and initial parameter vectors that are not too far off from RE solution values.

6 Conclusions

The stability of rational expectations equilibrium under adaptive learning dynamics has been

the subject of a large literature (Evans and Honkapohja (2001)) and provides an important

micro-foundation for the rational expectations hypothesis. However, much of this litera-

ture presumes that agents use a linear specification when forming expectations of future

endogenous variables, even though the system in which agent are operating is more typically

nonlinear. The appeal of linear forecasting rules is that in linearized systems it is possible to

find analytic conditions under which adaptive processes involving these linear forecast rules

converge to RE solutions of the linearized system.
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Our approach is to relax the assumption that agents use a linear, perceived law of motion

and instead suppose that agents form forecasts using a nonlinear, parameterized expecta-

tions approach. Furthermore, we incorporate these nonlinear forecasts into the nonlinear

system, i.e., we do not consider the linearized system. While the parameterized expectations

method was originally devised as an off-line means of finding rational expectations solutions

in complicated nonlinear dynamic, stochastic models, we show how the updating procedure

for PE can be accomplished in real-time, using new observations generated by the interaction

between the parameterized expectations and the actual nonlinear stochastic, dynamical sys-

tem, so that PE might be viewed as a more global rival to other real-time learning algorithms

used to assess local stability in linearized systems such as recursive least squares.

Our main finding is that the real-time, parameterized expectations approach involving

an approximation of nonlinear expectations of future variables converges to (a neighborhood

of) the rational expectations equilibrium of the optimal growth model that we study under

a variety of different parameterizations of that model. Mean convergence times and the

variance in those times are comparable between the real-time PE approach and the more

conventional, real-time RLS approach using a linearized version of the model and a linear

specification for expectation formation; sometimes the PE algorithm is slower and some-

times it is faster that the RLS learning algorithm using the linearized system, depending on

model parameters. Our simulation exercises consider other important issues regarding the

choice of the approximating nonlinear polynomial function and the initial conditions for the

parameterization of that function.

Our results suggest that nonlinear real-time learning models are a plausible alternative to

linear learning models particularly in environments where the system that agents are seeking

to learn is also nonlinear. We note that the application we have considered is a nonlinear

system with a unique, E-stable rational expectations equilibrium. It is still unknown how

well our real-time PE approach would work in non-linear systems where the equilibrium is

known to be E-unstable under adaptive (least squares) learning or where there are multiple

rational expectations equilibria. We leave that exercise to future research.
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Appendix

Linearization of the growth model

The system to be linearized consists of equations (3)-(6). In linearizing this system we make

use of the transformation, ̂ = ln
¡

̄

¢
, where ̄ is the steady state value of variable , i.e.,

̂ denotes the deviation of  from its steady state value, ̄. The linearization approach we

adopt follows Uhlig (1999). In particular, we can combine linearized versions of equations

(3) and (5) to obtain:

̂+1 = ̂ + ̂ + ̂ (14)

where  =
1−(1−)


,  =

1

and  =

−1+−(1−)


 Similarly, we can combine linearized

versions of equations (4) and (5) to obtain:

̂ = ̂+1 + ̂+1 + ̂+1 (15)

where  = ((1− )− 1),  = (− 1)((1− )− 1) and  = 1. Finally, linearizing

equation (6) yields:

̂ = ̂−1 + ̂ (16)
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